SMART AND INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
TRANSFORMING YOUR FUTURE THROUGH DATA

Client Focused  SPOTLIGHTING EXPERIENCE

Summit2Sea Consulting (S2S) is an information technology and management consulting firm that provides hyper-personalized, innovative solutions to Federal and Commercial clients by combining people, process and technology. We enable transformation by combining our functional expertise, technology and process design. Summit2Sea specializes in delivering in data analytics, system integration and process automation.

Woman Owned  FOUNDED IN 2003

Bold and Innovative Data Analytics Offerings
EMPOWERING TRANSFORMATION THROUGH DATA ANALYTICS

What we do
- Bring deep knowledge of DoD enterprise system data such as DAI, DEAMS, GFEBS, DCAS, MOCAS, DTS, GPC, EDA, iRapt, PD2

How we do it
- Apply knowledge of data analytic tools such as Qlik, Trifacta, OBIEE, Essbase, Oracle Exalytics, Tableau, Hadoop User Experience (HUE), Streamsets, SQL and Excel

Proven Success - ADVANA
- DRCED / UoT - integrates data from 18 DoD financial systems and 40 feeder systems to allow for financial statement to transaction traceability across the Services and Defense Agencies

Proven Success - CMIS
- CMIS - Dashboards bring together financial and procurement data with drill down for a Defense Agency comptroller

What we do
- Bring deep knowledge of DoD enterprise processes such as Procure to Pay, Order to Cash, Acquire to Retire, Cost Accounting and Time and Labor

What can we do for you?
- Identifying and obtain source data
- Develop enterprise data models
- Building intuitive dashboards
- Automating Reconciliation
- Exception based analytics

Diverse Clients
DEDICATED TO CLIENT SUCCESS

Deep Partnerships
UNMATCHED PARTNER EXPERTISE

Distinguished Awards
RECOGNIZED AND TRUSTED CAPABILITIES

- 2019 - ASMC ADVANA: best large team contribution
- 2019 - DFAS DAI Letter of Appreciation
- 2018 - DoD Deputy CFO Commendation
- 2015 – DCMA Director Commendation